The recently ( 
Introduction
Near seven years ago electronic commerce starts in Iranian society briefly and slowly boom in our country, but we have many problems with it because there isn't any rule in this topic and our courts has couldn't solve people sums about this, so after three years our legislator decide to authorize in electronic commerce in 2003.
Also they predict executive by-law for it, now four years past than approve it so we see the results of its execution and we know its problems bodily; it's necessary to say there is some article against Islamic rules (SHARIA) and Iranian institutions. Now we talk about it's innovates in our legal system and its problems.
1) Electronic Signature & secure electronic record

1-1) Electronic Signature
In this act it's define as: any sign appended or logically affixed to a "data message" which may be used to identify its signatory.
It can be scanned sign on paper with scanner, image or any thing else that indicate signature identity.
1-2) secure electronic record
A secure electronic record is a "data message" which is stored by the observance of the requirements of a secure information system and is accessible and perceivable when needed. The evidential value of a "data message" can by no means be repudiated solely due to its form and framework at any court or governmental office.
Both
In general, the evidential value of a "data message" depends on the methods used to guarantee its security such as selecting a security measure that corresponds to the subject and purpose of the "data message". There is a problem that we haven't act about identity and identity theft, so it's necessary that our legislator approve act for it. 
2) Means of Telecommunication
5-Data Protection
Data protection is considered with legislator in several way, that express in electronic commerce he said: Storing, processing or distributing private "data messages" which may reveal tribal or ethnic origins, moral and religious beliefs, ethical characteristics, and "data messages" regarding the physical, psychological, or sexual condition of people, without their explicit consent is illegal.
Distributing personal "data messages" via electronic means shall be subject to the following terms: a) Its goals shall be specified and clearly described.
b) The "data message" shall be collected to the required extent and in compliance with the goals described to the person who is the subject of the "data message" while collecting the information and be applied merely for the goals set out therein.
c) The "data message" shall be correct and up-to-date.
d) The person who is the subject of a "data message" shall have access to those computer files containing his/her personal "data messages" and be able to remove or amend partial or incorrect "data messages".
e) The person who is the subject of "data message", while adhering to the regulations, shall be able to request the complete removal of the computer files of his personal "data messages". 
